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25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION - WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY THE AUTHOR
'A true diamond of a novel, glinting with comedy and tragedy'
Daily Mail It is 1941 and Captain Antonio Corelli, a young
Italian officer, is posted to the Greek island of Cephallonia as
part of the occupying forces. At first he is ostracised by the
locals but over time he proves himself to be civilised, humorous
– and a consummate musician. When Pelagia, the local doctor's
daughter, finds her letters to her fiancé go unanswered, Antonio
and Pelagia draw close and the working of the eternal triangle
seems inevitable. But can this fragile love survive as a war of
bestial savagery gets closer and the lines are drawn between
invader and defender? 'Louis de Bernières is in the direct line
that runs through Dickens and Evelyn Waugh...he has only to look
into his world, one senses, for it to rush into reality, colours
and touch and taste' Evening Standard
Flatpicking guitar style delivers the clean, sharp solo sound
that defined some of the greatest bluegrass recordings of the
1950s. Now you can learn to play famous fiddle tunes specially
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arranged for guitar. Each song includes performance notes which
give you helpful hints and tips on playing slides, double stops,
fiddle shuffles, tremolos, ornaments, syncopations, and much
more!
A colorful and comprehensive history of bluegrass and old-time
Appalachian music from its legendary roots to today’s Grammywinning stars. With simple instrumentation—banjo, guitar, and
base—a great variety of musical traditions converged to create
the “old-timey” music of Appalachia. Over time, that mountain
sound evolved into numerous genres and subgenres that continue
to thrive today. Now musician and roots music historian Craig
Harris takes readers on an anecdotal journey through this
distinctly American music. From the Grand Ole Opry and the
historic Bristol Sessions to contemporary festivals and the
reemergence of Bluegrass in popular culture, Harris combines
extensive research and never-before-seen photographs with more
than ninety exclusive interviews. Bluegrass, Newgrass, Old-Time,
and Americana Music is chock full of anecdotes about Bill
Monroe, Flatt & Scruggs, Del McCoury, Doc Watson, Alison Kraus,
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, and more.
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Pickin'.
Old Time Music
Captain Corelli's Mandolin
The Folk Music Sourcebook
The Alaskan Adventures of the Banjo Pilot
Wayne's friendly and FUN approach to learning to play has taught tens of thousands of total
beginners to play bluegrass music. Join the club! In this, his 26th book, Wayne cuts through
the clutter and confusion of learning to play with his SIMPLE approach to playing the melody.
He then leads the beginner down the path of being able to IMPROVISE on the melody by
adding several simple rhythms. With Wayne s help, you will soon be jamming up a storm.
Guaranteed. This book is guaranteed to help you learn to play bluegrass mandolin. (How many
books come with a personal guarantee by the author?) You WILL learn to play and improvise
on: Amazing Grace, Angel Band, Banks of the Ohio, Bury Me Beneath the Willow, Cripple
Creek, Cryin Holy Unto the Lord, Dig a Hole in the Meadow, Don't This Road Look Rough and
Rocky?, Down the Road, East Virginia, Handsome Molly, In the Pines, I've Been All Around
This World, I've Just Seen the Rock of Ages, John Hardy, Keep on the Sunny Side of Life,
Knoxville Girl, Little Maggie, Midnight on the Stormy Deep, My Home s Across the Blue Ridge
Mountains, Nine Pound Hammer, Paul and Silas, Shady Grove, Soldier s Joy, Roll in My
Sweet Baby s Arms, Wildwood Flower, Will the Circle Be Unbroken? You Will Also Learn...
How to Tune, How to Hold the Mandolin, The Best Way to Hold the Pick, How to Read
Tablature, Harmony Chord Positions, Simple Rhythm Chord Positions, How to Play Harmony,
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Playing in the Dreaded Key of F, How to Jam, Playing Different Rhythms, How to Play Simply
but RIGHT! Included Vintage Photos and lots of Friendly Advice.
The first book devoted entirely to women in bluegrass, Pretty Good for a Girl documents the
lives of more than seventy women whose vibrant contributions to the development of bluegrass
have been, for the most part, overlooked. Accessibly written and organized by decade, the
book begins with Sally Ann Forrester, who played accordion and sang with Bill Monroe's Blue
Grass Boys from 1943 to 1946, and continues into the present with artists such as Alison
Krauss, Rhonda Vincent, and the Dixie Chicks. Drawing from extensive interviews, well-known
banjoist Murphy Hicks Henry gives voice to women performers and innovators throughout
bluegrass's history, including such pioneers as Bessie Lee Mauldin, Wilma Lee Cooper, and
Roni and Donna Stoneman; family bands including the Lewises, Whites, and McLains; and
later pathbreaking performers such as the Buffalo Gals and other all-girl bands, Laurie Lewis,
Lynn Morris, Missy Raines, and many others.
With its wealth of information on how technique can be tastefully applied, Back-Up Banjo is the
definitive book on the subject of banjo accompaniment. Since a banjo player in a band plays
accompaniment at least 75% of the time, it is extremely important to master playing in this
style. Janet Davis offers specific suggestions for accompanying a vocalist or instrumentalist in
a variety of styles- and then provides musical examples illustrating her points. Janet breaks her
concepts down into their basic components, making them crystal clear in lay terms. the various
back-up techniques are separated into categories determined by song tempo, by lead
instrument being accompanied, and by the area of the fingerboard in which the chords are
being played. In notation and tablature.This set includes a companion 2-CD set which
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demonstrates the examples in the book.
Play Like A Legend: Bill Monroe
Classic Bluegrass Solos for Mandolin
Paperbound Books in Print
Library of Congress Catalogs
Deluxe Bluegrass Mandolin Method

If you've heard jazz guitarists like Joe Pass play chord
melody, you may think that the style requires an
encyclopedic knowledge of music theory, musical superpowers, or making a deal with the devil. But fear not! This
book will show youhow to create your own satisfying chord
melody arrangements on the mandolin...and will do so in a
practical, applicable, non stroke-inducing way
A fun-to-play collection of 62 favorite fiddle and Irish
tunes arranged in notation and tablature for mandolin solo.
Ideal music for intermediate level technical study in sight
reading. the CD is in split-track format, thus allowing the
mandolin student to play along with the mandolin solo,
lively guitar accompaniment, or both. Due to time
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constraints, the CD contains only 18 songs from the book.
The Alaskan Adventures of the Banjo Pilot is the continuing
saga of Duke "The Banjo Pilot" Steel and his family. Learn
about Duke's new wife Doris as she tells us about her
secretive and torrid past, and find out why she kept her
past a secret all these years from Duke. Join Duke and his
family in their new adventure in Southeast Alaska where they
start a brand new bush-flying business throughout the
beautiful waters and snow-capped mountains from Ketchikan to
Skagway. Join them on their flights up and down the
waterways, and live the dangers they must endure in order to
survive in this country. Enjoy Duke and Doris as they start
a new bluegrass band in downtown Juneau. And meet Duke's
brother Gus as you've never known him as tragedy besets him
and the family. Discover how the Russian mafia threatens to
either kill them or destroy their business. Will their
business adventure come to an early end due to the threats
from the mafia? Will the Steel family help expose the mafia
to the FBI and help get rid of them from Southeast Alaska,
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or will the mafia prevail even stronger? Learn the dirty
secrets of child prostitution, and see how the Steels try to
help eliminate this evil from Juneau. Will the Steel family
return to their beloved home in Mt. Airy, South Carolina, or
will they choose to stay in Alaska? All these questions and
more are explored in this exciting sequel to The Banjo
Pilot.
Bluegrass, Newgrass, Old-Time, and Americana Music
Muleskinner News
Northern Italian & Ticino Region Folk Songs for Mandolin
Bluegrass Jamming on Mandolin
Mandolin Exercises For Dummies
Bluegrass Jamming on Mandolin is the first of a new series of easy and fun books by
Wayne Erbsen that teaches 31 bluegrass jam standards. It covers: how to jam with
others, how to improvise and make up your own tasteful licks and fills, almost
painless music theory, how to play harmony, how to transpose and play in different
keys, and pretty much everything you'll need to march fearlessly into your next jam
or picking session! This FUN book is fully illustrated with almost 200 vintage
photos. All the books in the series will teach the same 31 tunes and will be 96 pages,
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9" x 12" and will include an audio instructional CD.
With the thoroughness of a book by Mel Bay, this method presents mandolin
technique and note-reading in a progressive, step-by-step fashion. Given the diverse
applications of this versatile instrument, this method was carefully written to build
the musicianship and technique needed to play both classical and contemporary
mandolin styles. Music theory concepts and additional playing techniques are
introduced as needed. Exercises and tunes are presented in all keys, many in duet
format to be played by teacher and student. In notation only.
A new book on improvisation is now available for bluegrass mandolin players.
Based on the concept of learning by playing, this 200 page book covers a wide range
of improvisation tools and how to implement them in your playing. A large number
of examples are presented in both tablature and standard notation, so that a
theoretical background is not required. the small amount of theory needed is simply
presented and easily learned step by step.A series of exercises designed to help the
player develop improvisational skills are included in the book. As an instruction
tool, the book can easily be combined with the instructor's individual philosophy or
by a student wishing to study alone. the subject matter is varied in difficulty and can
be used by both the beginner and more advanced player as an instructional guide
and reference book. the major-themes in the book are: the pentatonic sound, scale
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and major-chord based improvising with any Bluegrass-Tune, Double-stop
improvisation, Minor chords and Keys, the blues sound, Melody oriented
improvisation, How to use: Monroe Style, Cross picking, Hot licks, how to simplify a
lick, and more. MP3 CD accompanies book featuring all examples.Click to hear the
author discuss the book.
New Age
Subject Catalog
Women in Bluegrass
Now and Then
Fiddle Tunes for Flatpickers Guitar
Classic Bluegrass Solos for Mandolin is a collection of 22 solo transcriptions.
Included are kick-off's, turnarounds, and solos from Bill Monroe's repertoire. an
excellent way to study his ideas, technique, and approach.
Folk/Country Guitar/Fretted Instrument Solos
Ticino is a small area at the southernmost tip of Switzerland on the border with Italy.
the Ticino region was actually part of Italy until a few centuries ago. the mandolin
arrived in Ticino through immigrants and their music, and put down important cultural
roots there. the mandolin style in Ticino is a link to the old Italian folk music
tradition, which has been largely lost in Italy and throughout other parts of the world.
This book is a collection of some of the most famous pieces from this vast historical
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repertoire. the collection includes lots of popular folk songs, virtuosic pieces by
original mandolin composers, as well as an original Aonzo composition. the book is
presented in English and in Italian while the music is in standard notation and
mandolin tablature.
Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings
The Classical Mandolin
Icy Strait
The Mandolin Picker's Guide to Bluegrass Improvisation
How to Play Mandolin
(Music Sales America). The fundamentals of mandolin technique are
taught through familiar tunes with this book which works great for
group or individual use. It includes standard notation, mandolin
tablature, chord names and diagrams, photos and more Topics covered
include: playing in rhythm, playing melodies, using down-up strokes,
3/4 or waltz time, the slide, double-string melodies, mixed single and
double strings, and more.
Although the mandolin is now regarded as a marginal instrument in the
classical music world, a century ago it was one of the most widely
played instruments in Europe and North America. Regularly used in
operas and symphonies, and forming the basis of plucked instrument
orchestras, the mandolin could also be heard in major concert halls.
The Classical Mandolin traces the rise of the modern Neapolitan
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mandolin, examines the lives and works of leading specialist composers
(such as Raffaele Calace and Carlo Munier), and looks at its use by
mainstream composers from Verdi and Mahler to Schoenberg and Boulez.
The mandolin's enduring popularity in folk music is also discussed.
Sparks looks finally at present-day orchestras and soloists, examines
aspects of technique, and offers guidance on specialist organisations
worldwide.
In this book, Ray Valla shares the insights of a veteran bluegrass
mandolinist. This method would best be appreciated by a student with
some previous musical experience, as fundamentals of note-reading on
the mandolin are not addressed. This is, however, the ideal book for
the intermediate to advanced player. It is filled with practical hints
to improve your general musicianship and increase the speed of your
progress. for example, Ray suggests learning a new tune by mastering
its individual licks before attempting to assemble the whole. the
book's 27 well-known bluegrass tunes are shown in standard notation
and tablature with arrows indicating picking direction. Illustrated
with photographs, charts and diagrams.
National Union Catalog
All-Time Favorite Parking Lot Picker's Mandolin Solos
Beginning Mandolin
Sing Out
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Fiddle Tunes & Irish Music for Mandolin

Mandolinskole.
Comprehensive instruction for the serious mandolinist. One of
America's leading schools for contemporary music-The National Guitar
Workshop-teaches you the concepts, techniques and theory you need
to become a virtuoso performer. 96 pages each.
Mel Bay is pleased to present the first-ever book focused on the
mandolin stylings of Father of Bluegrass Music Bill Monroe. Author Joe
Carr dissects Monroe's unique approach to the mandolin through
analysis of the icon's stylistic nuances, licks and repertoire. Included in
the book are transcriptions, new in the style of arrangements, chord
voicings and rhythm/backup patterns. Further, this book includes 32
never-before-seen photos of Monroe in performance with his band the
Bluegrass Boys and special guests. Complete with audio, Play Like a
Legend: Bill Monroe Tunes & Songs for Mandolin will take the reader
back to the roots of bluegrass through its iconic founder's stylings.
Bluegrass Mandolin for the Complete Ignoramus!
Complete Mandolin Method
Bluegrass Unlimited
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Subject catalog
Masters of the Mandolin
Learn from the music of Bill Monroe, Bobby Osbourne, Jesse McReynolds,
Frank Wakefield and John Duffy. Covers everything from simple basics to
fancy fingerwork.
This book and accompanying audio are an essential compilation of songs,
solos, and techniques that every mandolin player should know. The book is
aimed at beginning and intermediate mandolinists, and contains 40
mandolin solos of all- time favorite Bluegrass, Old-Time, and Gospel songs.
The written music includes melodies, tablature, chords, and all the solos
can be heard at both slow and regular speeds on the accompanying audio.
Included are easy open string solos, closed position moveable and
transposable solos, solos with tremolo, doublestops, bluesy solos,
crosspicking solos, and backup mandolin parts. This book has everything
you need to play great solos in jam sessions and performances! Includes
access to online audio
The full story of bluegrass music from 1939 to the present day is captured
in this collection of writings, some of which are older and previously
unavailable, as well as classics such as Ralph Rinzler's "Sing Out" piece on
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Bill Monroe and works by Hunter Thompson, Marty Stuart, Alan Lomax, and
David Gates, from a variety of popular periodicals.
Frets
Pretty Good for a Girl
Teach Yourself Bluegrass Mandolin
Mandolin Chord Melody System
The Bluegrass Reader

This revised and updated book is a guide for the listener, collector, singer, player and devotee
of folk music. It covers music from string band to bluegrass, Canadian, Creole, Zydeco, jug
bands, ragtime and the many kinds of blues. The book evaluates, reviews and recommends on
such subjects as where to buy records and instruments and places where folk music
flourishes.
Bluegrass Mandolin
A Cumulative Author List Representing Library of Congress Printed Cards and Titles Reported
by Other American Libraries
Back-Up Banjo
130 of the Greatest Bluegrass and Newgrass Solos
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